FUS-SR-1702  SOULMATE BLOOMS SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1706  MAGNOLIA STUDY SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1705  VINE SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1700  AQUARELLA SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1704  MIXED EMOTIONS SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1707  LABYRINTH IMPRESSION SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1708  MILLEFIORI SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1703  WALLFLOWER SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1701  PLOTTED FARM SILKROAD
FUS-SR-1709  A PATH OF SILKROAD
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FINISHED SIZE | 12” x 12”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

Block a
- Fabric A: Fus-SR-1706 FQ.
- Fabric C: PE 433 FQ.
- Fabric D: PE 413 FQ.

Block b
- Fabric A: Fus-SR-1703 FQ.
- Fabric C: PE 437 FQ.
- Fabric D: PE 413 FQ.

Block c
- Fabric A: Fus-SR-1708 FQ.
- Fabric C: PE 426 FQ.
- Fabric D: PE 413 FQ.

Block d
- Fabric A: Fus-SR-1704 FQ.
- Fabric C: PE 452 FQ.
- Fabric D: PE 413 FQ.

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

¼” seam allowances are included. WOF means width of fabric.

- Four (4) 6½” x 6½” squares from fabrics A and C.
- One (1) 6½” x 6½” square from fabric B.

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼” seam allowance.

- Take four (4) 6½” x 6½” squares from fabrics A and C.
- Fold fabric C on the diagonal and align it with the corner of fabric A.
- Join the four squares following Diagram 2.
- Then place the square from fabric B in the center of the block at a 45 degree angle and secure it with a pin.
• Place batting and backing.
• With your fingers fold the folded edge from fabric C towards the center and secure it in place with a stitch.
• Repeat the process in all the other 3 folded edges.

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.